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1. Introduction. Every Perron-like definition of an integral, that is

to say, a definition which uses major and minor functions, is based

essentially on the following theorem:

"An additive set function is nonnegative whenever its lower deri-

vate is nonnegative."

In its classical setting for an additive function of compact intervals,

the theorem is well-known and rather easy to prove (see [8, p. 190,

Theorem 3.1 ]). However, once we proceed from the family of compact

intervals to more general systems of sets, the situation becomes far

more complicated. The basic trouble lies in the fact that for a general

system of sets we define additivity by using disjoint rather than non-

overlapping sets (compare the definitions in [3, p. 11J and in [8,

p. 6l]). Some difficulties occur even when we deal with an additive

function of all Lebesgue measurable subsets of the unit interval.

To illustrate the problem we shall start with this special case. The

general situation will be treated in §4. There we shall formulate and

prove our main results in a purely topological manner using the notion

of a semihereditary system of sets. In §5 we shall prove the theorem

concerning the lower derivate by an easy application of the results

of §4.

2. Special case. By 8 we shall denote the family of all Lebesgue

measurable subsets of the unit interval [0, l]. For AE%, \A\ and

diA) will denote the Lebesgue measure and the diameter of A, respec-

tively. Let £ be a real-valued function on 8 and let xE [0, l]. We

shall call the number

r               p(A)l
D*iF,x) = lim       inf     -j-=-   ,»

<-0+ L.A€g(z,<)     |   A |   J

where 8(x, t)= {AE%: xEA and diA) <t}, the lower derivate of £

at x. The function £ is said to be additive whenever £(£WC) = £(£)

+ £(C) for all disjoint sets B,CE2.

Received by the editors August 24, 1966.
1 We let a/0= + « for a >0 and a/0= — °o for o<0; the symbols o/(± «>) and

0/0 are not defined.
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2.1. Proposition. Let F be an additive function on 8 and let

D*(F, x)^0for all xE [0, l]. Then F(A) ^0 for every closed set AE%-

Proof. Given e>0, we let G(B) = F(B)+t\B\ for all 5G8- Then
D*(G, x)^D*(F, x)+ e>0 for all xE [0, l]. Since G is additive and

finite, G(0) =0. Suppose there is a closed set A E8 such that G(A) <0.

We denote by M the set of all x£[ —1, l] for which G(AC\[-1, x])

<0. Obviously I EM and M is a subset of the interval [0, l]. Let

x0 = inf M and let {xn}, {yn}, —1 <xn <x0, ynEM, n= 1, 2, • • • ,

be two sequences such that lim x» = lim y„=x0. Because G is additive,

G(AC\ [-1, y„]) <0 and G(^H [-1, xB]) ^0, we have G(AC\(xn, yn])

<0. Hence, ^4n(x„, yn]^0 and we can choose znEAP\(xn, yn],

n — 1,2, ■ ■ ■. Since A is closed and lim z„ = Xo, it follows that XoEA.

Thus D*(G, x0)^0 which is a contradiction. The proposition now

follows from the arbitrariness of e.

Proposition 2.1 cannot be sharpened as the following example

shows. For A £8 let

F(A) = XA(0) - LIM [| A n [0, l/n] \/\[0, l/n] |] ,

where Xa is the characteristic function of A and LIM is a generalized

Banach limit (see [2, p. 73, Example 22]). It is not too hard to check

that F is an additive function on 8 and that D*(F, x) =0 for every

xE[0, 1]. Nevertheless, F((0, l]) = -l.

3. Preliminaries. In this section we state definitions and notation

which are needed subsequently.

3.1. Definition. Let a be a system of sets. An extended real-

valued function F defined on a is said to be superadditive if and only if

F(A VJ B) ^ F(A) + F(B)

for allA,BEa, with AU5Ea and A(~\B = 0, for which F(A) + F(B)
has meaning. Replacing the inequality sign ^ by the equality sign = ,

we obtain the definition of an additive function.

3.2. Definition. Let a be a system of sets. The system of sets

a is said to be semihereditary with respect to a if and only if for every

AEa and every BEa either AC\BEo- or A —BEa.

3.3. Proposition. Let a be a system of sets which is closed with

respect to the formation of set differences.2 If F is a superadditive function

on a, then aF = {A Ea: F(A) < 0} is semihereditary with respect to a.

On the other hand, if aEa is semihereditary with respect to a, then there

is a superadditive function F on a such that aF =a.

2 In particular, this is true when a is a ring.
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Proof. Let AEaF and BEa. Because FiA-B) + FiAC\B)

^ FiA) <03 whenever the sum has meaning, it follows that either

A — B or AC^B belongs to aF. In order to prove the second part of the

proposition it suffices to let £(^4) = —1 for AEo- and £(^4)=0 for

AEoi — a.

Proposition 3.3 shows the close relationship between Definitions

3.1 and 3.2. Later we shall see that the semihereditariness of the

system aF is quite sufficient to prove the theorem about the lower

derivate.

3.4. Notation. For any system of sets a and any set A, we let

aA={BEa:0^BEA}. '
If tr is semihereditary with respect to a, so is a a for every set A. If

BEa and cr is semihereditary with respect to a, it is also semiheredi-

tary with respect to B.

4. Main theorems. From now on we shall assume that £ is a locally

compact Hausdorff topological space and that £~ = £W(oo) is a one-

point compactification of P (see [6, pp. 117, 150]). If A EP~, then

A" and A" denote the closure and the interior of A in P~, respectively.

For xEP~, SB* will be a local base at x in P~ (see [6, p. 50]). We shall

also assume that we have already chosen a system aCexp £.4 If we

now say crCexp P is semihereditary, we mean that cr is semihereditary

with respect to a. The following assumptions about the system a

will be used:

(i)  For every xEP, 957C«-

(ii) If A Eot and CEA" is compact, then there is a BE<x such that

CEB°EB-CA°.

4.1. Proposition. Let the system a be closed with respect to the forma-

tion of set differences. Then a satisfies (ii) whenever it satisfies (i).

Proof. Let AEcc and let CC^4° be compact. From (i) and the

regularity of P~, it follows that every xEC has a neighborhood

UxEot such that U~EA°. Because C is compact, there are xfEC,

i = l, 2, • • • , n, lor which CCU"=1 UXi. Letting B = \ini=1 UXi, we

obtain CC£°C£-C-40 and

n

B=A-iA-B) = A-{\iA- UXt).
i=i

3 A system of sets which is closed with respect to the formation of set differences

is also closed with respect to the formation of set intersections; for AC\B = A —

{A -B).
4 exp P is the collection of all subsets of P.
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The proposition follows (see footnote 3).

4.2. Theorem. Let crCexp P be a semihereditary system and let

0?£ AEa. If a satisfies condition (i), then there is an xEA~ such that

every neighborhood U of x contains a set BE&A-

Proof. Suppose the theorem is not true. Then every xEA~ has a

neighborhood UxE$Sx which does not contain any set BE^a- Be-

cause A" is compact, there are points XiEA~, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, such

that ^4CU"=1 UXi and no proper subfamily of {UXi}"^x covers A.

According to (i), we may assume that UXl, • • ■ , Ux^x belong to a.

From the choice of UXl and the semihereditariness of aA, it follows

that A — UxxEga- Suppose we have already proved that A —il"~2 UXi

Eo~a- Again from the choice of UXn_^ and the semihereditariness of

a a we can conclude that

A - U UXi = (A - U Ux) - UXH.X E o-a.
i=i \ t=i      /

This contradicts the choice of UXn; for A— U"^1 UXiEUXn.

We note that neither the local compactness nor the Hausdorff

separability of the space P was used in the proof of Theorem 4.2. This

theorem holds for an arbitrary topological space P.

4.3. Theorem. Let crCexp P be a semihereditary system and let

09^A Ea. If a satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), then there is an xEA~

such that every neighborhood U of x contains a set BE&A for which

xEB~. If, in addition, A is compact, then there is an xEA such that

every neighborhood U of x contains a set BE&A for which xEB.

Proof. By V we shall denote the system of all nonempty compact

sets CEP~ with the following property: if GEP~ is an open set con-

taining C, then there is a set QEva such that QEG and CEQ~.

The system T is not empty because A~EF. Let ToCT be a nonempty

chain (see [6, p. 32]) and let C0 = neer0 C- Obviously C0 is nonempty

and compact. Given an open set GEP~ containing Co, we have

f)cero(C — G) = Co — G = 0. Because {C — G: CETo} is a chain of

compact sets, there is CET0 such that CEG. Now it readily follows

that CoET. According to [6, p. 33, Theorem 25(b)], there is a set
DET which is minimal in V.

li D contains two different points y and z, we may assume that

y?^ oo. Since (y)(jT, there is an open set GEP~ such that yEG and

no subset of G which contains y in its closure belongs to a a- From (i)

it follows that y has a neighborhood UEa such that UEG—(z).

So D— U° is a nonempty compact proper subset of D. Let HEP~
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be an open set containing D— U°. Without loss of generality we may

assume that y(£H. Because D — H is a compact subset of U°, from

(ii) it follows that there is VEa such that D-HE V°E V~E U°.

Hence £AJ V° is an open set containing D. Because DEY, there is

QE<ta such that QEHVJV and DEQ~. Since yEQ- and yEV°,
yEiQ(~^ V)~. We also have QC\ VEG. Thus, according to the choice of

G, QC\ VE&A. From this fact and the semihereditariness of a a, it

follows that Q-VEo-a. Because Q-VQH and D-U°EQ~-V-
EiQ— V)~, we conclude that D— U°EY. This contradicts the mini-

mality of D in r.
We can conclude that D = (x) is a singleton and the first part of the

theorem follows from the definition of the system I\

Suppose that A is compact. By A we shall denote the system of all

nonempty compact sets CEP with the following property: if GEP

is an open set containing C, then there is a set QE&A such that

CEQEG. Now we can repeat verbatim the proof of the first part of

the theorem with V replaced by A. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is

completed.

Let us notice that a filter $ in £ is an ultrafilter if and only if it is

semihereditary with respect to a = exp £ (see [l, p. 38, Proposition 5]).

From this and [l, Chapter 1, §10.1], follows the essential importance

of the compactness of P~. Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 generally cannot be

proved in the space £ alone. It would be interesting to replace condi-

tion (ii) by some other condition or, if possible, to omit it entirely.

For example, by a slight modification of the given proof, it can be

shown that the second part of Theorem 4.2 also holds if we replace

conditions (i) and (ii) by the following one:

Every xEP has an open local base SS7Ca-

5. Application. Throughout this section we shall assume that the

system a is closed with respect to the formation of set differences and

satisfies condition (i). Thus, according to 4.1, a also satisfies condition

(ii). For xEP~ and C/GSBx we denote

ai(x, U) = au,        aiix, U) = {A E au: x E A~},

a3(x, U) = {A Euu'.xE A}.

5.1. Definition. Let £ and G he extended real-valued functions

on a and let x££~. For i= 1, 2, 3, we shall call the number

D„(F. G, x) = sup        inf      ——
C/eSBj: L A€a, (x,U)     (j(A)J

(see footnote 1) the ith lower derivate of £ with respect to G at *.
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If P~ is a metric space, Definition 5.1 is a special case of the defini-

tion given in [3, p. 246] or [4, 2.14]. In particular, D%(F, G, x) is a

special case of the lower derivate with respect to a natural blanket

(see [5, 2.11]).

5.2. Theorem. Let F and G be superadditive functions on a, O^G

< + ™,and let A Ea. If D%(F, G, x) ̂ 0 for all xEA~, then F(B) >:0
for every compact set BEaA- If D\(F, G, x) ^0 or D\(F, G, x) 2:0 for

all xEA~, then F(B) 5:0 for every BEaA.

Proof. Suppose D%(F, G, x) StO for all xEA~. Given e>0, we let

H= F+eG. It is rather easy to see that

Dl(H, G, x) >: Dl(F, G, x) + e > 0

for all xEA~. Thus, according to 3.3 and 4.3, H(B)^0 for every

compact set BEaA- The first part of Theorem 5.2 now follows from

the arbitrariness of «. The proof of the second part of this theorem

is similar.

Theorem 5.2 will be used for the definition of a Perron integral

in [7].
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